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Choose the ostrich 

leather products that 

works best for you 



Since 2018, Samin Atlas Iranian Co. is active in Ostrich Growing and 

Supplying different products of Ostrich such as: - Ostrich Oil - Ostrich 

Crust Skin & Ostrich Leather - Ostrich Feathers. We Can Supply any of 

our Products as Customers Demand. 
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 Ostrich leather is among the 
most precious and expensive 
types of leather used in the 
luxury leather industry. Only 
crocodile and alligator leather 
cost more. It is easily 
recognizable thanks to the 
evenly distributed follicles on 
its surface. It is deservedly 
considered one of the most 
resistant, soft and flexible 
leathers, and for these reasons 
it is loved by many designers 
who use it with pleasure in 
their collections. 

 this leather is truly durable, soft 

and flexible. It adapts perfectly 

to any form of handbag, whether 

soft or rigid. It is also 

predisposed to dyeing and can 

assume many shades of color. In 

addition, ostrich skin is durable 

over time, thanks to its natural 

oils that keep it from drying out 

and that make it even softer, 

unlike other types of leather 

that do not have them. 
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A1’s area, A2’s area, A3’s area, A4’s area are the most important 

area on skins.(Crown’s area) 
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 Samin Atlas Iranian has 4 main grades for sorting of ostrich leather and ostrich 
crust. each grade’s percent in an order is consist of 5% grade A+, 15% grade A, 40% 
grade B, 30% grade C, 10% grade D. 

 

 Ostrich leather grading is based on defects or holes of crown in the hide. please 
check the image of crown or diamond. Grading of ostrich leather and ostrich crust 
is based on world’s grading system and according to following : 

 

 

 A+ : ostrich skin has no defect or hole within crown or diamond. size is more than 
16 square feet. 

 

 A : ostrich skin has no defect or hole within crown or diamond. size is between 13-
16 square feet. 

 

 B : ostrich skin has few defects or hole within only one quarter of crown. defects 
are smaller than 10 millimeter. 

 

 C : ostrich skin has defect or hole within tow quarters of crown or diamond. 

 

 D : ostrich skin has defect or hole within three quarters of crown or diamond. 
defects are smaller than 40 millimeter. 
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OSTRICH LEATHER CRUST 

Colour Raw 

Size 13-21 square feet 

Thickness 0.8 – 1.3 mm 

Grade A, B, C, D 

Samin Atlas Iranian manufacture soft and white ostrich crust leather at 

the end of the process of tanning also ostrich crust s are clear to dye in 

light color like white. 

The size of ostrich crust is between 13-21 square feet and the average size 

of leather sheet is 16 square feet.the thickness of crust and finished 

leather is between 0.8-1.3 millimeter. 

we can supply 1000 pieces of hides per month to export. 

we manufacture both chrome-tanned and free chrome leather . 
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OSTRICH LEATHER  

 

Colour Color swatch 

Size 9.0 - 17 pied 

Thickness 0.8 - 1.3 mm 

Grade A, B, C, D 

Physical properties which make our ostrich leather unique and valuable are high tensile 

strength , resistant to tear and high resistant to flexing , high quality of color and dying . 

 

both sides of finished leather are colored .in addition to common coloring, we have another 

special and artistic coloring style that is proper to use finished leather for handicraft goods. 

 

The size of prepared hides is between 13-21 square feet and the average size of ostrich leather 

sheet is 16 square feet.the thickness of crust and finished leather is between 0.8-1.3 millimeter. 

for the best choosing of thickness, please read the passage “using of ostrich leather”in this page. 

 

we can supply 1000 pieces of hides per month to export. 
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CONTACT US: 

+983132687555 

+983132305123 

+989031117803 

info@samin-atlas.ir 

www.samin-atlas.ir 

@saminatlasco 


